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ABSTRACT
The LSST will utilize an Active Optics System to optimize the image quality by controlling the surface figures of the
mirrors (M1M3 and M2) and maintain the relative position of the three optical systems (M1M3 mirror, M2 mirror and
the camera). The mirror surfaces are adjusted by means of figure control actuators that support the mirrors. The relative
rigid body positions of M1M3, M2 and the camera are controlled through hexapods that support the M2 mirror cell
assembly and the camera. The Active Optics System (AOS) is principally operated off of a Look-Up Table (LUT) with
corrections provided by wave front sensors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This document provides an overview of the Active Optics System (AOS) for the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
(LSST). Further information on the AOS system is provided in a companion paper1. The purpose of the AOS is to
optimize the image quality across the field of view by controlling the surface figures of the mirrors (M1M3 and M2) and
to maintain the relative position of the three optical systems (M1M3 mirror, M2 mirror and the camera), figure 1. The
mirror surfaces are adjusted by means of figure control actuators that support the mirrors. Although they are commonly
called "figure control actuators" the majority of their load is utilized to support the mirrors against the forces of gravity.
The relative rigid body positions of M1M3, M2 and the camera are controlled through the M2 and Camera hexapods.
The M2 and the Camera are positioned relative to the M1M3.
The AOS is principally operated off of a Look-Up Table (LUT). The LUT provides open loop, near optimum values for
all actuator forces and hexapod positions. The LUT values vary principally with elevation angle and secondarily with
temperature.
Although the LUT values are near optimum, as a result of non-repeatable/predictable effects, they are inadequate to
reach the image quality requirements. These effects include temperature distributions on the telescope structure and
mirrors, along with wind loading and hysteresis. Corrections (δWF) are added to the LUT values based on wavefront
measurements from the wavefront sensors in the camera's focal plane.
The position of the mirrors, relative to their mirror cells, is controlled with hardpoints (struts). Each hardpoint has a load
cell. Since the six hardpoints form a large hexapod, the external forces that are applied to the mirror can be determined in
six DOF. These forces are removed from the hardpoint struts by applying distributed loads through the figure control
actuators in the form of corrections (δFB) added to the LUT values. Since the wavefront correction is intended to bend
the mirror and apply no net forces and the force balance correction is intended to produce specific sets of net forces
without bending the mirror, the two systems are compatible and can operate simultaneously.
The force balance offset (δFB) is added along with the wavefront correction (δWF) to the LUT values. To allow more
rapid responses, the force balance is accomplished directly by the mirror support control systems. This allows the force
balance to accommodate dynamic loading and the quasi-static component of wind loading.
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Figure 1. Active Optics Control Strategy

2. OPTICAL SYSTEM
The LSST optical system utilizes a three-mirror design consisting of an 8.4-meter Primary Mirror (M1), 3.4-meter
Secondary Mirror (M2), and a 5.0-meter Tertiary Mirror (M3). This system design feeds a large three-lens refractive
corrector (Camera) that produces a well-corrected 3.5 degree field-of-view, figure 2.
The tertiary mirror (M3) occupies the 5-m diameter central portion of the primary mirror (M1). The two mirrors are a
monolith (M1M3) sharing the same single cast borosilicate substrate, which improves the stiffness. Since the orientation
of the M3 toward the M1 is permanently fixed during fabrication, utilizing a single monolith removes six degrees of
freedom, which simplifies optical alignment. The 3.2 billion pixel camera (instrument) is positioned directly below the
secondary mirror (M2) and aligned along the optical axis with it. Both the M2 Cell Assembly and Camera utilize
hexapods to facilitate optical positioning relative to the M1M3 mirror. A rotator resides between the Camera and its
hexapod to facilitate tracking.

M2 Mirror

Camera Focal Plane

Camera Lens
M1M3 Mirror Monolith
Figure 2. Optical Arrangement
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3. ACTIVE OPTICS HARDWARE
3.1 M1M3 Mirror Cell Assembly

The primary/tertiary (M1M3) mirror cell assembly2, figure 3, consists of the M1M3 monolithic mirror, the M1M3 mirror
support systems, the M1M3 thermal control system, a laser tracker interface, the supporting steel structure (M1M3
mirror cell), various mirror sensors and the M1M3 control system. The M1M3 monolithic mirror is a Steward Optical
Mirror Laboratory honeycomb borosilicate spin cast mirror. The support system is based largely on the existing Large
Binocular Telescope (LBT) and Magellan Telescope designs, with some key modifications to suit the different
requirements of the LSST.
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Figure 3. M1M3 Mirror Cell Assembly

During observing, the M1M3 mirror is actively supported by 156 pneumatic figure control actuators, figure 4. These
figure control actuators resist loads (gravitational, wind, dynamic, etc.) and provide the active optics figure control. The
position of the mirror relative to the mirror cell is controlled by a set of six hardpoints (displacement controlled
actuators) that form a large hexapod. When the active system is not operating, the mirror is supported by a separate
passive support system consisting of wire rope isolators.
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Figure 4. M1M3 Mirror Supports

The pneumatic figure control actuators are individually force controlled by regulating the air pressure in each pneumatic
cylinder. This is accomplished through pressure control valves, a load cell and a local controller.
Most of these actuators are dual axis and are composed of two pneumatic cylinders. As a result of packaging restraints,
one of the cylinders is aligned along the optical axis and the other is aligned at 45 degrees. The two cylinders working in
collaboration provide controlled force along the optical axis and perpendicular to it. The local control system produces
the desired axial and transverse forces from the 45-degree cylinder configuration. Most of the dual axes actuators are
oriented to provide the perpendicular force required to resist the gravitational component when horizon pointing, Y
direction, figure 5. This direction is perpendicular to both the optical axis and the elevation axis.
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circumscribes the perimeter of the mirror. This ring both controls the radiant heat transfer from the edge of the mirror
and directs the air flow provided by the thermal control system around the side of the mirror.
The M1M3 mirror is fabricated from borosilicate glass, which has a very large CTE relative to the ULE glass of the M2
mirror. Consequently, maintaining the M1M3 optical surface requires limiting the thermal distortion of the M1M3
through an air circulation system4 . Air is forced through the hollow interior of the mirror, around the side of the mirror
and along the back of the mirror. Although the average temperature of the M1M3 is controlled by this air system, its
principal purpose is to control the temperature variations throughout the mirror, which produce thermal deformations of
the mirror and its optical surface.
The thermal control system uses approximately 80 glycol/water supplied, air blower assemblies to supply the
temperature controlled air, figure 7. The exhaust air temperature and flow rate of each blower will be controlled to
minimize the temperature variations throughout the mirror as measured by the large number of thermal sensors
distributed throughout the mirror substrate. The thermal sensors are concentrated on the top plate and bottom plate of the
mirror since their deformation governs the overall mirror deformations.
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Figure 7. M1M3 blower assemblies

Because thermal deformation of the M1M3 mirror will be a significant source of optical surface error and because the
AOS’s effective removal of M1M3 optical surface errors may be limited by the ability of the thermal control system to
reduce thermally induced surface errors, the thermal control system’s operation is described in this section even though
it is not a component of the AOS.
The thermal sensors of the M1M3 could be utilized to estimate the thermally induced mirror surface deformations and
counteract them with the figure control actuators. Since the wavefront sensor system and figure control actuators
measure and counteract the total optical surface deformations, which include the thermal deformation, directly
counteracting the predicted thermal deformations would be redundant and possibly counterproductive.
The thermal deformations could be in the opposite orientation of the other deformations (gravity) in which case the
deformations would partially cancel. In this case, the removal of the predicted thermal deformations would increase the
overall optical surface error.
Although the baseline operation does not include predicting and removing the thermal deformations of the optical
surface, nothing in the design of the M1M3 mirror system would prevent this operation.
3.2 M2 Mirror Cell Assembly
The secondary (M2) mirror cell assembly5, figure 8, consists of the M2 mirror, the mirror support system (axial actuators
and tangent links), M2 mirror supporting structure (M2 mirror cell), various mirror sensors and the M2 control system.
The M2 mirror substrate is a Corning Ultra Low Expansion (ULE) glass meniscus. Since the CTE of the ULE glass is
only 1% of the borosilicate glass, the M2 mirror does not require a thermal control system. The M2 mirror cell assembly
does have a minimum thermal control system to remove heat produced by the support system. The M2 mirror cell also
supports a large optical baffle.
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Electromechanical figure control actuators are used to support the glass mirror and actively control its shape. Separate
systems of axial actuators and tangent links are used to provide axial and tangential support. Both systems act on invar
mounts bonded to the mirror. The electromechanical figure control actuators and tangent links support the mirror
whether or not the system is active. As a result of the inherent stiffness of the actuators, and unlike the M1M3, a separate
passive support system is unnecessary. This system is based on the existing SOAR Telescope M1 mirror support system.
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Figure 8. M2 Mirror Cell Assembly

The electromechanical axial figure control actuators provide the forces along the optical axis that are used both to resist
loads (gravitational, wind, dynamic, etc.) and to provide the active optics figure control, figure 9. Although the axial
actuator's internal electromechanical mechanisms are forced (linear) displacement, they use a load cell and a local
control system to produce an overall force controlled actuator.

Figure 9. M2 Mirror Axial Actuators

These electromechanical actuators are orders of magnitude stiffer than the M1M3 pneumatic actuators. Consequently, a
separate position defining system is not required. Three of the 72 actuator force control loops are disabled. These three
actuators are only used to locate the M2 mirror in tip, tilt and piston. They are only operated quasi-statically to position
the M2 mirror relative to its mirror cell in these three directions.
An electromechanical active tangent link system6, figure 10, provides transverse support for the M2 mirror. The support
system uses six tangent links to control position and distribute support force to the mirror. They also use a load cell and a
control system to produce an overall force controlled actuator.
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Figure 10. M2 Mirror Tangent Link System

Each of the six tangent links utilizes an electromechanical actuator and an embedded lever system working through a
load cell and flexure. The lever system reduces the stiffness, strength and force resolution requirements of the
electromechanical actuator and allows more compact packaging. Although all six actuators are essentially identical,
three of them are operated quasi statically, and are only used to adjust the mirror's location relative to its cell in decenter
and rotation about the optical axis. The other three are actively operated to produce an optimal and repeatable
distribution of the transverse load. This repeatable load distribution allows for a more effective application of a LUT
and reduces the demands on the active optics system.
3.3 Camera
The LSST has only one “instrument” the Camera, figure 11. This camera uses three lenses to direct the light path onto
the 634 mm diameter, 3.2-giga pixel detector plane. To allow operation at cryogenic temperatures, the detectors and their
electronics are housed in a cryostat. A utility trunk at the back of the camera, which protrudes through the
hexapod/rotator assembly, houses the support electronics and utilities. To allow for surveys in multiple wavelength
bands, the camera holds up to five optical filters that can be interchanged automatically.
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Figure 11. Camera Configuration
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Each of the four corners of the focal plane has a curvature wavefront sensor (CWS). They, along with a set of guide
sensors, are supported by the corner rafts as shown in figure 12. The green squares are CWS and the yellow are guide
sensors. Every CWS has a pair of detectors, used to take intra- and extra- focal images respectively; one of them is
placed 1 mm in front of the nominal LSST focal plane, the other is placed 1 mm behind. The two images are combined
together to determine the wavefront error (WFE). Each of two adjacent CWS detectors has 2k × 4k 10 micron pixels to
cover a 6.8’ x 13.7’ field of view.
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Figure 12. Wavefront sensors

3.4 Hexapods and Camera Rotator
All three optical systems utilize hexapods. However, the M1M3 hexapod is an integral component of its support system
and not normally utilized in the active optical alignment of the AOS. Consequently, it is discussed above in the M1M3
mirror cell assembly section and not in this section.
Both the M2 cell assembly and camera utilize hexapods to facilitate optical positioning relative to the M1M3 Mirror, and
a rotator resides between the camera and its hexapod to facilitate tracking7, figure 13.
canm a
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Figure 13. Hexapod and Camera Hexapod/Rotator Assembly
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The purpose of the hexapods is to maintain proper orientation of the three optical assemblies: camera, M2 mirror and
M1M3 mirror. To maintain orientation, it is only necessary to move two of the three optical systems. Since the M1M3 is
the heaviest of the optical systems and has the most complicated support system, the M2 and camera are actively
oriented toward it with their hexapods.
The misalignment of the optical systems consists of despaces, tilts and de-centers. These misalignments are principally
produced by variation in gravitational orientation as a function of elevation angle distorting the Telescope Mount
Assembly (TMA) and the optical assemblies. Other influences include thermal variations and wind.
The M2 mirror cell assembly attaches to the flange of the M2 hexapod. Geometric considerations preclude the use of a
conventional arrangement for the M2 Hexapod. The M2 hexapod is permanently attached to the spider spindle of the
TMA.
Positioning and tracking of the LSST camera will be accomplished by the camera hexapod/rotator assembly. The
hexapod aligns the camera along the optical axis, and the rotator tracks the sky motions by rotating the camera. The
rotator is principally used to de-rotate the image inside the camera. Since the Telescope Mount Assembly (TMA) is an
Alt-Az (altitude over azimuth) configuration, azimuth motions produce a rotation of the image plane relative to the sky.
The rotator is required to counteract this rotation during an image exposure which is typically 15 seconds.
3.5 Laser Tracker System
The LSST telescope incorporates an on-board laser tracker, figure 14. The laser tracker is located in the central hole of
the M1M3 and secured to its mirror cell. The laser tracker uses spherically mounted retro reflectors (SMRs) attached to
the three optical assemblies to determine their relative orientation. The laser tracker system has a greater range of
measurements and is less accurate than the wavefront system; consequently it is moderately redundant.
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Figure 14. Laser Tracker System

The laser tracker system is only utilized when the camera is not operating. It will be used to pre-position the optical
assemblies before each night's observing and during integration to refine the Look-Up Table (LUT).
The accuracy of determining the optical location by the laser tracker is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Laser Tracker System
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4. ACTIVE OPTICS OPERATIONS
To support the mirrors against gravitational, dynamic and wind loads, and to maintain their optical figures, the active
optics system (AOS) controls the figure control actuators of both mirrors through their mirror control systems. As
mentioned in the previous section, the AOS also uses the hexapods to control the position of the M2 mirror and camera
relative to the M1M3, figure 13. Since the M1 and M3 optical surfaces are on a single substrate, their orientation to each
other is fixed during fabrication.
Both sets of figure control actuators and both sets of hexapods are principally operated off of a Look-Up Table (LUT)
which provides near optimum values for the M1M3 and M2 figure control actuators forces and M2 and camera hexapods
positions (displacements/rotations). Since the optical system is axis symmetric and the camera is on a rotator, the sixth
degree of freedom of the hexapods - rotation about the optical axis (z) - is irrelevant and not controlled by the AOS.
However, this degree of freedom is controlled by the mirrors' force balance systems.
Since the figure control actuators and hexapods principally function to counteract the effect of gravity, and the
gravitational orientation changes with the telescope elevation angle (θ), the principal parameters of the Look-Up Table
values are the gravitational components, which also vary with elevation angle.
The LUT values also have significant static components. For the figure control actuators, the static components represent
the actuator force utilized to counteract the figured-in imperfections in the optical surface. For the hexapod positions, the
static components represent the hexapod motion required to overcome the manufacturing tolerances of the TMA and
mirror cells.
The LUT values also have significant bulk temperature components. The major effect of bulk temperature is to change
the distance between the optical surfaces and the size of the M1M3 mirror. Both of these effects are counteracted by
hexapod motions along the optical axis. As a result of its much lower CTE, the M2 experiences negligible variation in
size with temperature.
If all aspects of the telescope were repeatable and no wind or thermal gradients were present, the LUT values based on
the elevation angle and bulk temperature would be adequate to operate the telescope. However, at the level of control
necessary to meet the image quality requirements, significant non-repeatability is present. Wind and thermal gradients
also produce significant effect on the optical performance by distorting the optical surfaces and misaligning the optics.
To counteract the effect of non-repeatability, thermal gradients and wind, the LUT values are combined with offsets to
produce the total value. There are two sets of offsets: (i) the force balance offsets (δFB) and (ii) the wavefront offset
(δWF). The δFB are only applied to the mirror supports, while the δWF are applied to both the mirror supports and the
hexapods.
The WF offsets are determined through the wavefront errors measured by the camera's four wavefront detectors as
described in the wavefront sensing and correcting section. These wavefront errors are produced by misalignments of the
optical systems and surface errors in the mirrors. To counteract these errors, WF offsets are determined and added to the
LUT values.
The mirrors are significantly stiffer in the direction perpendicular to the optical axis, and the deformations in this
direction have minimal effect on the image quality. Consequently, the wavefront sensors cannot determine these
deformations and the WF offsets are only applied to the support forces along the optical axis.
The FB offsets are determined through the forces measured in the load cells in the mirror's position defining units
(hardpoints). These are the net forces/moment in the six degrees of freedom resulting from the imbalance between the
LUT forces and the forces acting on the mirror. These forces are counteracted by distributing forces through the figure
control actuators, which are applied to the LUT values as FB offsets. Since the new FB offsets are determined in the
presence of existing FB offset, the new FB offsets must be combined with the previous FB offsets. Since the system is
deterministic, the FB offset will likely be a simple linear addition.
The FB offsets are updated at a rate of slightly more than once a second, while the WF offsets are updated after every
visit (currently 39 seconds). The purpose of the FB offsets is to apply a specific set of net forces and moments on each
mirror. The WF offsets are intended to bend the mirror and apply no net forces or moments. Consequently, these two
systems are compatible and can operate simultaneously. Since the FB offsets are only updated at a rate of slightly more
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than once a second, and the FB offsets counteract wind effect, only the low frequency, quasi static effects are
compensated for. The force balance is accomplished by the mirror support control systems.
The force components used by the active figure control actuator for wavefront correction (δWF), force balance (δFB) of
the hardpoints and static figure corrections are all of similar magnitude. The gravitational force components, which vary
with elevation angle, are an order of magnitude greater.
The camera's wavefront sensors produce a measurement of the wavefront error with every exposure. These
measurements will be used to determine the temporary WF offsets to the LUT. The WF offsets will be updated at the
end of every wavefront visit (~39 second). Since the last exposure was produced under the influence of a set of existing
WF offsets, the newly determined offset must be combined with the previous offset rather than used to replace it.
Consequently, the WF offset will be an integral function of several exposures and not just the last exposure. Since the
purpose of the WF offset is to counteract the unpredictable error sources, the optimum integration of the exposures
cannot be predetermined and will be determined during actual telescope operations.
4.1 AO Operation of M1M3 Mirror
Active optics operation of the M1M3 mirror is produced by the optical axis force component of the mirrors’ pneumatic
figure control actuators, figure 15. The total force commanded to these actuators is a sum of the Look-Up Table (LUT)
values, the hardpoint force balance offset (δFB) and the wavefront sensor offset (δWF). The LUT values are principally
a function of the static figure correction and the elevation angle.
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Figure 15. Control Strategy of the M1M3 mirror

The WF offsets are determined from the wavefront sensor system. The wavefront sensing system determines total
surface error in the M1M3 optical surface. This optical surface error results from gravity, thermal gradients, wind, etc.; it
is the surface error that exists when the figure control actuators are utilizing force values provided by the LUT and
hardpoint force balance system (FB offset).
Since the two optical surface errors of M1 and M3 are on a single substrate, they cannot be corrected separately. The
surface errors must be counteracted simultaneously. The correctable portions of the optical surface errors are
combinations of the bending modes, which are the shapes the mirror substrate will normally bend into resulting from
actuator forces. The measured wavefront error is decomposed into the components produced by these bending modes to
determine the sign and magnitude of each bending mode producing the distorted optical surface. The equal and opposite
bending mode is then imparted into M1M3 through its figure control actuators to counteract the deformation. Each
actuator has a specific force value proportional to every bending mode. All of these individual actuator force values are
combined to form the WF offsets. Since typically only ~20 bending modes are considered and there are 156 figure
control actuators, by controlling the natural bending modes rather than the individual actuator forces, a significant
reduction in the total degrees of freedom is achieved with negligible reduction in image quality.
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The M1M3 mirror is located relative to its mirror cell by its hardpoints. Since they are not intended to actively control
the shape or position of the mirror surface, they are not strictly speaking components of the AOS. However, since they
interact closely with the M1M3 figure control actuators and directly affect the mirror's surface, their operation is
described in this section, figure 6.
The effects of wind, telescope motions (dynamic) and all the errors from the application of the figure control actuator
forces combine to produce a set of six net forces/moments on the mirror. These forces/moments are resisted by the six
hardpoints. Since the purpose of the elevation angle component of the LUT is to provide figure control actuator forces to
counteract gravitational effects, the gravitational forces do not nominally contribute to these net forces/moments. Any
force that is transmitted through the hardpoints distorts the M1M3 mirror monolith and produces optical surface errors.
To minimize the effects on the M1M3 mirror, the figure control actuators receive force commands to counteract the
loads, which are measured by a load cell in each hardpoint. The forces/moments transmitted through the hardpoints are
determined for the six degrees of freedom. Opposite distributed forces/moments are applied by the figure control
actuators. Force distributions that minimize the distortion of the M1M3 mirror are utilized. These forces are added to the
LUT forces in the form of force balance (FB) offsets.
The dynamic forces are those that are required to move the mirror with accelerations about the azimuth and elevation
axes. Although the M1M3 mirror remains stationary relative to its mirror cell, the M1M3 mirror cell is accelerating
together with the telescope structure, requiring dynamic forces to force the mirror to follow its mirror cell. The resulting
forces actually transmitted through the hardpoints are caused by the response time and accuracy limitations of the overall
control system. The response time may prove inadequate for this type of control system. This would require the
utilization during TMA slewing of an open loop feed forward system that utilizes calculated forces based on axes
accelerations.
The response of the M1M3 mirror to wind pressure is analogous to the response of dynamic inertial loads. The net forces
are determined by measurements through the hardpoints and counteracted by distributed loads of the figure control
actuators. The sum of the actuator errors produces a response similar to that of the dynamic and wind loading. However,
the figure control actuator system is only partially effective at removing its own errors. It can only remove the correlated
errors such as all actuators overproducing their forces. Random error cannot be removed. The hardpoint control system
does not distinguish between the various sources producing the hardpoint forces and simply counteracts the total
measured forces. The final load transmitted by the hardpoints is the result of errors and limitations of the system.
4.2 AO Operation of M2 Mirror
The M2 mirror and its figure control actuators use significantly different technology than the M1M3 mirror and its figure
control actuators. The ULE glass meniscus M2 mirror is supported by electromechanical axial figure control actuators,
figure 9, and active tangent links, figure 10. These two systems, which provide support in the axial and transverse
directions respectively, function entirely separately. This contrasts the M1M3 cast borosilicate mirror, which uses
pneumatic figure control actuators to provide both axial and transverse support.
Although the technologies utilized for the two mirror systems are different, the active optics operation of the M2 system
is similar to the M1M3 system, figure 16. The total force commanded to the axial electromechanical figure control
actuators is a sum of the Look-Up Table (LUT) values, hardpoint force balance offset (δFB) and the wavefront sensor
offset (δWF). The major differences between the M1M3 mirror and M2 mirror operations is that the M2 mirror's axial
and transverse supports are operated entirely separately and the M2 supports utilize a force/displacement matrix system
to produce a more rapid convergence. The M2 electromechanical actuators are operated by an internal linear
displacement actuator and are inherently displacement controlled. The controlled displacement is combined with the
actuator stiffness to produce force control.
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All 72 axial figure control actuators (axial actuators) are identical. Since they are all relatively stiff, no separate
hardpoint system is required. However, if all 72 axial actuators were operated, the location of the mirror relative to its
mirror cell would be undefined. Consequently, three of the figure control actuators have their displacement capability
disabled and they function as hardpoints. The load cells still are operational on these three hardpoints, and these
actuators are only operated to adjust the location of the M2 mirror relative to its mirror cell. Since theoretically any three
M2 axial actuators could be used as hardpoints, this system is inherently damage tolerant. Up to three actuators could fail
and be used as the hardpoints and the system could still operate.
As a result of force and moment balance, if the mirror support system did not have any actuator error, wind or dynamic
loading, the desired forces would inherently result on the three disabled actuators. This is in spite of their being disabled.
The wind load, actuator error and dynamic load are manifested on the disabled actuators as the difference between the
load that is measured by their load cells and the intended force (force difference). The tip and tilt moments and the piston
force resulting from the force differences on the hardpoints are counteracted by linear force distributions across the
figure control actuators.
As a result of force balance, a change in the force on a single actuator affects the force on all other actuators.
Consequently, when individual force commands are sent to each actuator, their force interactions reduce the convergence
rate. For the M2, this limitation is overcome by a force/displacement matrix system that correlates the displacement of
every actuator with the force on every actuator. The desired actuator forces are applied to the matrix and the
corresponding displacement of every actuator is determined. The displacement command is then sent to all actuators
simultaneously. Although this system may still require iterations to achieve convergence, this simultaneous convergence
is an order of magnitude more rapid than utilizing only force commands. Unfortunately this matrix system cannot be
applied to the M1M3 system since its pneumatic actuators are inherently force controlled and a corresponding forcedisplacement matrix does not exist. Consequently, the M2 convergence rate will be significantly faster than the M1M3
convergence rate.
Wavefront error correction is also applied to the M2 LUT values in the form of wavefront (WF) offsets. The application
is essentially identical to the application method described previously in the AO operation of the M1M3 mirror and not
repeated here.
In the transverse direction, a relatively simple control scheme is utilized to operate the active tangent link system, figure
10. Although all six actuators are nominally identical, three of the actuators (F1, F3, F5) are operated as hardpoints. The
other three (F2, F4, F6) are force controlled to match the loads in the hardpoints. The first set (F1, F3, F5) normally have
their displacement capability disabled and are only operated to adjust the location of the M2 mirror relative to its mirror
cell in the transverse and rotational orientation.
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This type of support system functions as two opposite sets of kinematic supports. Each set consists of three equally
spaced tangent links. The first set is comprised of links F1, F3 and F5. The second set is comprised of links F2, F4 and
F6. Either set acting independently would produce a repeatable but unacceptably large and uncorrectable astigmatic
wavefront error. However, since the two sets of supports are opposite, the sign of the astigmatic wavefront errors are
opposite and cancel.
4.3 AO Operation of the Camera
The wavefront sensors located at the four corners of the camera focal plane measure the wavefront error. As presented
in the wavefront sensing and correcting section, these wavefront errors are used to determine the optical misalignments
and optical surface errors. The AOS then sends commands to the hexapods and figure control actuators to counteract
these errors and improve the image quality.
Other than providing the wavefront sensors, the camera does not interact with the AOS system. The AOS positions the
camera through the camera hexapod. The camera hexapod must also provide the piston motion required to refocus the
system when the camera changes filter, as described in the next section.
4.4 AO Operation of the Hexapods
The M2 and camera hexapods will be principally operated by a Look-Up Table (LUT). The major input to the LUT is
the elevation angle of the TMA, figure 17. Bulk temperature changes of the TMA will also be included. The temperature
changes in the TMA produce thermal expansion/contraction of its steel structure, which changes the spacing between the
optical systems. The camera hexapod must also have a piston variation to accommodate filter changes. The correction of
these effects will require motions of the order of millimeters in the hexapods. Wavefront (WF) offsets to the LUT values
will be provided by the AOS. Since the hexapods are kinematic, they do not utilize force balance (FB) offsets.
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The AOS must dissect the wavefront error into the components produced by the positioning error of M2 and the camera
relative to M1M3. These positioning errors include five degrees of freedom: piston, two rotations (tip and tilt) and two
decenters. Displacements opposite these five positioning errors are then commanded into the hexapods to counteract the
wavefront error.
4.5 AO Operation of the Laser Tracker
The laser tracker is utilized to provide offset to the hexapod positions provided by the LUT, figure 18. The laser tracker
is only operated when the camera wavefront sensors are not operating. Consequently, its offsets (δLT) are used in lieu
of the wavefront sensor offsets (δWF). Since these offsets can be determined by either the wavefront sensor or the laser
tracker, the laser tracker is moderately redundant. However, it has a much larger capture range than the WFS.
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Since the laser tracker can be operated without the camera it will be very useful in the initial calibration of the LUT
during telescope integration. It will also be used every evening before observing to preposition the optics within capture
range of the wavefront correction system.

5. LOOK-UP TABLE (LUT)
The AOS is principally operated off of a Look-Up Table (LUT). The LUT provides the open loop, near optimum values
for all figure control actuator forces and hexapod positions (forces/positions). The LUT values vary principally with
elevation angle (θ) and secondarily with temperature (T). The values represent the repeatable components of the
forces/positions. All the telescope's systems are designed to maximize repeatability to optimize the effectiveness of the
LUT operations. The offsets (δWF and δFB) to the LUT values required to meet the image quality requirements have
been discussed in previous sections. Besides the varying components, the LUT has substantial static values related to the
figuring of the mirrors and the fabrication tolerances of the telescope mount assembly, which affects the hexapods.
Although it is historically called a "Table," the LUT may include an actual table using interpolation between values, or
equations and their coefficients, or it may be a hybrid between the two.
Since the figure control actuators and hexapods principally function to counteract the affect of gravity, and the
gravitational orientation changes with the telescope elevation angle (θ), the principal parameters of the Look-Up Table
values are the gravitational components, which also vary with elevation angle. Elevation angle (θ) is the angle between
the optical axis and the optical axis when horizon pointing. It is 0 degrees when the telescope is horizon pointing and 90
degrees when zenith pointing. Although telescope operations are more commonly described in terms of elevation angle,
the LUT is easier to develop and comprehend in terms of zenith angle (β), which is the angle between the zenith
direction and the optical axis. Consequently, the LUT discussion will use the zenith angle (β) rather than the elevation
angle (θ). Note: {θ + β = 90 degrees}.
The change in LUT values with zenith angle result from the change in the gravitational orientation. These values vary
with both the sine (β) and cosine (β) of the zenith angle (β). The sine (β) effect is the result of the gravitational
component perpendicular to the optical axis. The cosine (β) effect is the result of the gravitational component along the
optical axis. Since in general, it is designed, analyzed and assembled in the zenith orientation, the zenith orientation
deformation (δz) is locked into the system. The inverses of these deformations then appear with increasing zenith angle
according to (δz) (1-cosine (β)). The inverses of the zenith pointing deformations are produced at horizon pointing.
The principle effect of bulk temperature changes in the telescope is to increase the spacing between the optical
assemblies and to increase the size of the M1M3 mirror. Since the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) are nearly
constant over time, these effects can be removed by the LUT. It is impractical to resist the bulk size change of the
borosilicate M1M3 with temperature. This effect is counteracted by motion of the hexapods along the optical axis. As a
result of its much lower CTE, the M2 experiences negligible variation in size with temperature.
The inclusion of the bulk temperature in the LUT is actually not required, is not typically incorporated into a telescope's
LUT, and can be disabled if it is found to be problematic. Relative to the other effects such as wind and elevation angle
(t ~ 1 second), the bulk temperature changes very slowly (t ~ 1hr). If active compensation is not directly applied, the
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wavefront correction system would detect a slowly changing focus and apply the appropriate WF offsets as piston
motions of the hexapods. Including the bulk temperature in the LUT should produce fewer burdens on the wavefront
correction system and keep the optics in their correct orientations when the telescope is not operating. Typically this
occurs during a weather outage, which is often accompanied by a temperature change.
The wavefront error can only be determined after an image has been taken. Since the telescope usually changes
gravitational orientation between imaging, there are limitations on the effectiveness in the wavefront correction in
maintaining the image quality. Since the change in actuator forces and hexapod positions during an elevation change are
provided by the LUT values, the accuracy of the LUT values has a direct effect on the image quality. Although the initial
values are only a function of zenith angle and bulk temperature, experience has shown that the optimum LUT values are
often affected secondarily by azimuth angle, camera rotator angle, etc.; however these effects are principally determined
empirically. Consequently the lookup table is set up to incorporate multiple input parameters.
The initial Look-Up Table (LUT) will be determined by finite element analysis (FEA) of the telescope mount assembly
and mirrors. This LUT will be refined by measurements through various stages of integration. Once the entire telescope
is operational, the LUT will be refined through measurement from the camera's wavefront sensor. Typically the values in
the final refined table will vary by less than 5% from the initial FEA predicted values.
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